Minutes of TC Meeting held at AES 137  Los Angeles October 9, 2014

Attendees

Peter Mapp  peter@petermapp.com
Alan Clayton  aclayton@presentationsource.com
Luke Goodloomis  luke.goodloomis@teecom.com
Kwan Truong  kwan.truong@IEEE.org
Scott Burgess  scott.r.burgess@ucdenver.edu
Dillon Tostado  Dillon.tostado@gmail.com
Peter Soper  pete@meyersound.com
John Woodgate  jmw@jmwa.demon.co.uk
Gregory Townsend  gtownsend@gvtaudio.com
Francis Rumsey  fir@aes.org
Joe Presti  joepresti10@gmail.com
Wieslaw Woszcyk  wieslaw@music.mcgill.ca

1. Minutes from 136 Convention Berlin agreed.

2. Sound Reinforcement Conference update:
   - Proposed for July 15-17, 2015 @ McGill University, Montreal Quebec, Canada
   - Education based (Tutorial/workshop format) Not research based.
   - Committee members are currently Peter Mapp, Bruce Olson, Ben Kok, Wieslaw Woszcyk.
   - It was noted that this conference may need more marketing than a normal conference. Several marketing possibilities were mentioned.
   - Some sort of post conference publication should be considered, such as recordings of the workshops or a collection of presentations. Pm to discuss with Mike Williams

   Post Meeting Note – the Conference has been accepted by the AES conference policy committee and BOG and is therefore definitely happening and is now posted on AES website. All to publicize

3. Topics for Tutorial and workshops for Warsaw and New York
   - Possible topics include: Warsaw:
     Sound reinforcement – how to get good sound tutorial
     Small room acoustics – Ben Kok
   - Post meeting note. Dr. Adam Hill offered to give tutorial on bass sound in rooms

   New York
   - Assistive Listening (possibly joint with TC HHLP)
   - Beam steering Loudspeakers
4 Note that TCSDTC The Future of Audio Entertainment Technology conference in LA – March 2015.

5 Trends & Technology update. All TCS to produce update by end of October for publication in Journal

Next meeting: Warsaw convention, 7-10 May 2015.